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The Dream Unfolds by Barbara Delinsky released
on Jun 24, 1996 is available now for purchase.
Hoping to secure a life for her newborn daughter,
Lily Danziger leaves her past behind her, only to
become trapped in a blizzard, forcing her to
request help from a handsome stranger named
Stetson. Reissue.
"Healing With Words: A Writer's Cancer Journey"
is a compassionate andwry self-help memoir
written by an award-winning prolific author,
nurse andpoet, who at the age of forty-seven
found her life shattered first by a DCIS(early
breast cancer) diagnosis and five years later by
another, seemingly unrelatedand incurable
cancer--multiple myeloma. The book includes the
author'sexperiences, reflections, poetry and
journal entries, in addition to writingprompts for
readers to express their own personal
story.Raab's journals have provided a safe haven
and platform to validate and expressher feelings.
Raab views journaling to be like a daily
vitamin--in that itheals, detoxifies and is
essential for optimal health. Readers will learn
to: Understand the importance of early cancer
detection and how to take control of their own
healthDiscover the power of writing to release
bottled-up emotionsLearn how the process of
journaling can facilitate healingSee how a cancer
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diagnosis can be a riveting event which can
renew and change a person in a unique way
Praise for Raab's "Healing With Words" "One
woman's story, beautifully told and inspiring to
those for whomjournaling will ease a cancer
diagnosis." --Barbara Delinsky, author UPLIFT:
Secrets from the Sisterhood of Breast Cancer
Survivors "Time after time, Diana articulates
incisively the thoughts and feelings thatconvey
hoped-for meaning and encouragement. She is a
woman who knowswhat it is to live fully in the
face of mortality. She will add value to the life
ofevery person who reads this book. Healing With
Words resonates at a spirituallevel for me."
--Sena Jeter Naslund, author of Ahab's Wife and
Abundance: A Novel of Marie Antoinette Author's
proceeds from the sale of this book donated to
benefit the Mayo Clinic Foundation Learn more
at www.DianaRaab.com Another inspirational
book from Loving Healing Press
www.LovingHealing.com HEA039031 Health &
Fitness: Diseases - Breast Cancer SEL501000 SelfHelp: Journal Writing MED058160 Nursing Oncology & Cancer
In Uplift bestselling popular novelist and cancer
survivor Barbara Delinsky creates exactly the
resource she wished had existed at the time of
her treatment. Delinsky has collected a
compendium of survival secrets that have nothing
to do with doctors, machines or drugs and
everything to do with women helping women. In
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her uplifting new book women recount the
strategies that helped them through all aspects
of cancer, including diagnosis, treatment,
support groups and how to best conduct
relationships with family, friends and in the
workplace.� The practical and emotional side of
losing a breast� Advice on what to expect from
radiotherapy� How to handle chemotherapy and
hair loss� How to make the workplace more userfriendly� Advice on your relationship with your
partner and your sex life� Top exercise tips�
How to take charge of your life and remain
positive.
T.L.C.
The Outsider
First, Best and Only
Expecting!
Facets
Expecting! by Barbara Delinsky\Michelle Reid\Rita
Clay Estrada released on May 24, 1996 is available
now for purchase.
In a novel that interweaves the stories of three
different women, Emily Arkin, Kay Davies, and Celeste
Prince find their lives, families, personal relationships,
and dreams forever altered after their daughters leave
for college. 125,000 first printing. $225,000 ad/promo.
Tour.
Devastated by her teenage daughter's pregnancy,
single mother and high school principal Susan Tate is
targeted by unfair criticism when the pregnancies of
additional teens are rumored to be part of a pact.
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When public relations expert Liz Jerome is hired to do
some damage control for a company owned by
Donovan Grant, the dividing line between professional
and personal suddenly disappears.
A Writer's Cancer Journey
Escape
Trust
An Accidental Woman
A Woman's Place
Filled with suspense, passion, and love, two complete novels in
one volume includes Barbara Delinsky's Bronze Mystique, in
which Sasha Blakes meets the man of her dreams in Doug
Donohue when her motorcycle crashes into his sports car, but
she finds him too good to be true and fears she is facing
disappointment. Original.
When her sister Robin suffers a massive heart attack that
leaves her in a coma from which she may never wake up,
Molly Snow and her family struggle to cope with the tragedy
as their relationships are put to the ultimate test.
Originally published: New York: Washington Square Press,
2001.
UpliftSecrets from the Sisterhood of Breast Cancer
SurvivorsSimon and Schuster
The Woman Next Door
Cardinal Rules
Bronze Mystique/Secrets in Silence
Having Faith
Shades of Grace

On a charming cul-de-sac in suburban Connecticut, three
close-knit couples find their long-cherished harmony
undone when a neighbor--a lovely, unattached
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widow--turns up pregnant."--Back cover.
New York Times bestselling author Barbara Delinsky
shares a cautionary tale of romance, revenge, family
relationships and power in this powerful novel. Nothing
can prepare writer Hillary Cox for seeing her lover of 27
years, mining magnate John St. George, announce on
television that he's marrying another woman. Seeking
revenge, Hillary begins a tell-all book exposing John and
his shady past, but John's sister, Pamela St. George, also
wants revenge against her brother, who has abused
Pamela throughout her life. As Hillary attempts to end her
obsession, Pamela sets out to wrest control of the family's
tourmaline mining business from John, and to search for
Cutter Reid, the one man she has always loved, and from
whom John has always kept her. Now, a three-decade-old
family drama of power, duplicity, and money comes
hurtling to an explosive final confrontation with the one
man who has so damaged their lives.
A poignant novel of deception, betrayal, love, and faith
follows three couples whose lives are thrown into turmoil
when their beautiful and much younger neighbor, who has
been widowed for a year, announces that she is pregnant,
forcing each of the wives to reevaluate their marriages
and relationships. 350,000 first printing.
Dana Clarke has it all - a husband, Hugh, who she
adores, a beautiful home in a wealthy area, and a baby on
the way. When her daughter, Lizzie, is born, what should
be the happiest day of her life turns out to be the moment
that her world falls apart.
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Uplift
Threats and Promises
An Irresistible Impulse
Bronze Mystique
Twilight Whispers

Twelve Across by Barbara Delinsky released on
Mar 24, 2000 is available now for purchase.
In a modern-day fable, a waitress awakens
from an automobile accident to find her
dearest wishes have magically come true and
discovers the value of taking risks
Dana Clarke has finally achieved the
stability she has craved in her marriage to a
man from an old New England family, but when
her daughter is born with African-American
traits in her appearance, her family life is
thrown into turmoil.
People magazine called Barbara Delinsky's
Three Wishes, "a heart-tugging story of love
and redemption that is surprisingly
powerful." Now, in her latest New York Times
bestseller, Delinsky delivers a profoundly
moving tale that is as richly textured.
colorful, and poignant as the northern
California landscape in which it is set. When
Jack McGill chose his career as an architect
over his family, he returned home from yet
another business trip to find that his wife
Rachel had left him. But now six years later
a car accident has left Rachel clinging to
life, and she and their two daughters
desperately need him. Putting his work on
hold for the first time in his life, Jack
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decides to sit by his ex-wife's bedside.
There, meeting Rachel's many new friends, and
trying to cope with two teenage daughters and
their problems, he learns about a woman he
never really knew, her expressive art, and
the secret that made her leave. Much to his
astonishment, Jack begins to see Rachel, his
daughters, and the story of his marriage with
new eyes. Celebrating the things in life that
matter most -- the kinship of neighbors, the
companionship of friends, and the
irreplaceable time spent with children and
family -- Coast Road depicts with exquisite
accuracy the ties that bind each of us to
those people and places we hold most dear.
Coast Road
Chances are
Dream Man
The Family Tree
A Novel

Fourteen years after a devastating
accident shattered their love, Marni
Lange and Brian Webster are reunited,
and come face-to-face with a past that
has haunted them. Kept apart and
denied the love that existed between
them as teenagers years ago, can they
now deny the lingering sparks of
attraction, threatening to ignite into
something wildly passionate and beyond
their control?
Paige Matheson Page
is reputed
to be as
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beautiful as the alabaster sculptures she
creates--and just as cold. An intensely
private person, she is perfectly happy
living by herself, her only passion her
work. That is, until drifter Jesse Dallas
walks into her life.
When sky-high ambitions collide with
firmly grounded realities, two
professionals discover that despite their
differences, opposites do attract.
A New York Times Bestselling Author
Faith Barry is on the fast track in legal
circles. Sawyer Bell is a colleague and a
friend of Faith's from way back -- and
now they're representing opposing
clients in a complicated and messy
divorce case. They find the battle
irresistible, until one night changes
everything -- and they cross the line
between friends and lovers. It's an action
that leaves Faith facing her single
biggest challenge as she finds herself
questioning everything she has always
wanted . . . and, in the process, desiring
more.
Family Tree
Secrets from the Sisterhood of Breast
Cancer Survivors
With this Ring
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Not My Daughter
The Dream Unfolds
The perfect wife and mother, Claire Raphael transforms
a hobby into a lucrative franchise business, only to have
her financial success become a nightmare when her
vindictive husband sues for divorce, demanding large
alimony payments and sole custody of the couple's two
children. $175,000 ad/promo.
Languishing in her career as a business lawyer after
relinquishing her dream to defend victims of corporate
abuse, Emily Aulenbach impulsively abandons her
husband and returns to a New Hampshire town where
she spent a watershed college summer. By the bestselling author of Not My Daughter. Reprint. A best-selling
novel.
Privilege, Passions, and Secrets Katia Morrell grew up
amid wealth, sharing the idyllic childhood enjoyed by
America's aristocracy without ever really being one of
them. As daughter of the housekeeper to the powerful
Warren family, she never truly belonged. Now she is
back at the Warren mansion, hoping to see the man she
always loved, Jordan Whyte, heir to the Whyte fortune.
The occasion is the mysterious deaths of Jordan's
brother and his brother's wife. Now chic and rich in her
own right, Katia returns feeling strong. But once she
sees Jordan and how much he needs her, the old
feelings come flooding back. Soon she is learning
secrets about the family she thought she knew-and
getting trapped in a chilling drama of murder and money,
men and women, and truths so shocking they can only
be revealed in...
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Arielle Pasteur had hoped to find the solitude she craves
on the primitive West Indian Beach, but instead she finds
handsome fashion photographer Chris Howe who,
behind his arrogant exterior, is a gentle soul who wins
Arielle's heart.
The Real Thing\Secret Of The Stone
Healing with Words
Practical and Reassuring Advice from Breast Cancer
Survivors
Three Wishes

Picking up her sixteen-year-old daughter Grace after a party,
Deborah Monroe accepts responsibility for hitting a man with the
car on the way home, even though Grace had been driving, a
deception that takes on a life of its own, threatening their family
and the bond between mother and daughter. Reprint. 150,000 first
printing.
Features two classic novels from the New York Times best-selling
author including The Real Thing, in which a couple, stranded
together on an island off the coast of Maine, finds their marriage
of convenience resulting in unexpected passion, and The Secret of
the Stone. Original.
The Dream Comes True For Nina Stone, Crosslyn Rise—the
majestic old Massachusetts estate now converted into exclusive
condominiums—represents the ultimate coup in her real estate
career. Until John Sawyer, an investor in the complex, refuses to
jump on her fast track. Her ambitions may be sky-high, but his
reality is firmly established on the ground. Now all John has to do
is convince Nina that's where dreams are built…. Montana Man
On the run from her old life, Lily Danziger is determined to make
a fresh start for herself and her newborn daughter. But she gets
more than she bargained for when she loses her way in a blizzard.
Could the gruff stranger who offers shelter hold the key to a
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future Lily has only dreamed of?
Living on a tiny island, Summer Van Vorn takes on the role of
healer, much as her mother and grandmother did before her, until
the arrival of Cameron Divine, a mysterious man of extraordinary
ability, intrudes into her peaceful and solitary existence.
The Dream Comes True\Montana Man
Montana Man
Twelve Across
Together Alone
While My Sister Sleeps

With This Ring by Bethany Campbell\Barbara
Delinsky\Bobby Hutchinson\Anne McAllister released on
Feb 22, 1991 is available now for purchase.
Working two jobs, going to graduate school, Karen Drew
knew it wasn't the best time to visit her elderly friend. And
she shuddered to think what could have happened if Brice
Carlin hadn't pulled her from the drifts and taken her to
his home. As a doctor, his healing instincts took over. But
being snowbound with the man who once tried to have her
put in jail was dangerous territory. Sometimes fate decides
to offer the chance to heal, to forgive and to understand
that things happen for a reason and love is the best one of
all.
Writer Sasha Blake met him by accident--literally. She
crashed her motorcycle into his sports car. But she must
have hit her head harder than she thought, because he
looked exactly like the hero from her latest novel.
Handsome, kind and caring--Doug Donohue was just too
good to be true. There had to be a catch. He wasn't a hero
from one of her novels. How could he possibly live up to
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her expectations?
A story about the effects of Alzheimer's disease on three
generations of a family focuses on Grace Dorian, a sixtyyear-old advice columnist, and her daughter and
granddaughter, who struggle with their changing roles
The Secret Between Us
The Dream Comes True
Secret of the Stone
A Time to Love
Witnessing a sensational trial from the jury benches brings
Abby Barnes into contact with fellow juror Ben Wyeth, a witty
and charming college professor who shows her just what's
been missing from her life. But there is part of Ben that he
can never share with her -- or any other woman.
When a close friend is charged with a fifteen-year-old murder,
wheelchair-bound Poppy Blake at first refuses to believe the
charges but then wonders if her friend may have justifiably
changed her identity in order to survive, a case that is
complicated by the attentions of journalist Griffin Hughes.
(General Fiction)
Refusing to repeat the patterns of her unhappy past, Corinne
Fremont follows her strict personal policy of remaining on
guard and unattached despite any temptation, but her will is
challenged by enthusiastic businessman Corey Haraden.
Reprint.
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